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ABSTRACT  
 
 Nanostructures Materials simulations is one of the  important field of nanotechnology that attracted the 
attention of most researches, thus, this paper presented a review in nanostructures and it applications in 
biomedical, energy and environment. numerous works have been done using  COMSOL Multiphysics to see 
performance by engineering in the different shapes and sizes to suit a wider applications and study seek the 
understand nanostructure produce with different materials and characterization by analyzing  materials physical 
and chemical properties using COMSOL Multiphysics software package  
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Introduction  
 
 A nanostructure A big field in nanotechnology and simulation currently, is  object of intermediate size stuck 
between microscopic and molecular structures. If they wish for to telling nanostructures it is needed to tell 
between between the numbers of size on the nanoscale. Nanotextured face have one dimension on the 
nanoscale, also just the width of the surface of an object is between 0.3 and 95 nm.  in other hand ,in the 
Nanotubes have two dimensions on the nanoscale, i.e., the width of the tube is between 0.1 and 100 nm and its 
length could be a great deal greater. also last is and in the spherical nanoparticles have three dimensions on the 
nanoscale, i.e., the atom is between 0.4 and 92 nm in each spatial dimension.  there a few  conditions of 
nanoparticles and ultrafine particles (UFP) often are used synonymously although UFP can reach into the 
micrometre range. The term 'nanostructure' is often used when you referring to attractive knowledge [Christian, 
et al, 2009, Siegel et al] currently, nanostructures using simulation is COMSOL Multiphysics is started During 
the history two decades, there is a lot of application and enormous enlargement in some experimental methods 
has occurred, in the paper showing dissimilar applications in COMSOL Multiphysics, in other hand opening the 
way to the science with knowledge at the manometer level, Richard Feynman his have Nobel laureate envisaged 
his said famous speech 'There is ample of room at the bottom'.  In other hand can know these types such as 
physical and mainly chemical in the direction of the synthesis of nanostructure materials and characterization 
contain been recognized and refined and also the new structural, electrical, optical and magnetic properties that 
arise in nanostructure materials are intensively studied.  In other hand, studying and the making nanostructured 
materials has very greater than before the analytical challenges, in terms of lateral and depth resolution and 
sensitivity. All those due making use of intense particle beams and nuclear methods, that can in a 
comprehensive way the techniques for can study in the synthesis, characterization of the physical properties of 
nanostructure materials and etc [Siegel et al]. 
 In the production experimental is obtain time and spend power with long chance, in simulation techniques 
can’t do provide essential information at the atomic scale with a sensitivity with specificity that is unequalled by 
conventionally old techniques. It is a sole characteristic of this school to take top European scientists as one in 
order to make a exciting scientific program in which nanostructure materials are approached from different 
perspectives and experimental techniques. in other hand use of intense atom beams and nuclear methods is 
mainly often linked to large and complex infrastructure and consequently, a most of researchers is not familiar 
with (the capabilities of) these techniques. In this review paper, present on nanostructures properties and 
characterization and application it such as biomedical and electrochemical and other using COMSOL 
Multiphysics and showing the surface of design and simulation of nanostructures and effect simulation on the 
result [Siegel et al,  Clive et al,2009]. 
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Fig. 1: Showing the result by use piezoelectric potential distribution (side view) in a bent bottom-floor NWS 

with a variety of configurations: BL (beached)–BR (a); BL (beached)–BR with TT contact (b); BL–BR 
with TC (beached) contact (c) by using COMOSL Multiphysics [Christian .et al, 2009]. 

 
Properties of Nanostructures: 
 
Electrical-Transport Properties: 
 
 There is some application by using comsol multiphysics, in this section present in electronic properties of 
nanostructures, the changes that happen in the electronic properties as the length scale is synopsis are mainly 
connected to the rising influence of the wave alike to properties of the electrons and the scarcity of dispersal 
centres.  Sensor extra dimensions become similar with the de Broglie wavelengths of electrons, the discrete 
natural world of the power states become clear, although a fully separate energy band is observed only in 
systems that are confined in all three dimensions. The finite spacing of energy states as a effect of quantum-
automatic confinement engenders fundamental and technologically important phenomena, which are being 
explored for electronic nanodevices. Still although electrical transport occurs from side to side the motion of 
both electrons and holes, the rest of this section is purposeful on electrons but can be adapted to holes. The 
confinement of charge carriers in two or fewer dimensions results in quantized energy levels. The confinement 
of electrons to a 2D understanding consisting of a conduct strip of width and length amounts to the creation of a 
2D electron gas (2DEG). Its conductance is given by its conductivity below equations [Mikko, 2012]. 
 

,                                           (1) 

 

,                                       (2) 

 
 They said in this study the depending on size effects come out as the dimensions w (or A) and l are reduced 
toward atomic dimensions in the manometer range. In The association spoken by the equation can see in 
[Mikko, 2012] holds in the diffusive-move regime where both w with l are improved than the denote free path λ 
e of the electrons. All those equations can see the electron density in the channel is increased. in a 2DEG, as the 
width w is varied by the application of a voltage across the entry, show a sequence of steps in the conductance 
of a constriction The effect on the conductance G of reducing the length l is a particularly Interesting 
phenomenon,  the resistance would decrease to zero. But, there is always an ite left over resistance. In the 
ballistic transport command l <, electrons can propagate without losing their early momentum since scattering 
events can be neglected. The expression for ballistic conductance including two-spin orientation (spin 
degeneracy) in the perfect case becomes. At last, Conduction in highly confined 0D structures, for example as 
quantum dots, is very sensitive to the being there of last charge carriers and, hence, the blame position of the 
dot. In the Transport from side to side quantum dots shows pointer effects appropriate to the electron‘S 
gesticulate life and its finite charge [Mikko, 2012]. If a exacting quantum dot is fully decoupled from its 
environment, it confines a well-defined number N of electrons. Deviations due to tunnelling during the barriers 
are small, for feeble coupling, most important to separate values of the total electrostatic power of the quantum 
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dot.  Know how to be estimated this force as N (N-1) e2 /2C, where C is the capacitance of the quantum dot. 
Define of N e2/C is the amount of energy required to increase the number of confined electrons by one. This 
additional energy is unconnectedly spaced in units of e2/C. but they charging power exceed the thermal power 
kBT, anywhere kB is the Boltzmann constant with T is the heat, the electrons cannot tunnel on with off quantum 
dot by thermal excitations on your own, and move can be blocked-up, which is referred to as a Coulomb 
blockade [Mikko, 2012, Dhahi et al, 2012]. 
 
Mechanical properties nanostructures: 
 
 In this part main in Knowledge of the mechanical properties of nanostructures is needed for designing 
sensible MEMS/NEMS devices. Micro electromechanical system (MEMS) refers to microscopic devices that 
hold a typical length of less than 1mm but extra than 1 µm and join electrical and reflex components. Nano 
electromechanical systems (NEMS) demote to nanoscopic devices that have a characteristic length of less than 1 
µm and combine electrical and mechanical components. Elastic as well as inelastic properties are basic to 
predict deformation as of an applied load in the elastic and inelastic regimes, in that order. The force goods are 
necessary to predict the allowable in force limit. a few of the properties of attention are hardness, stretchy 
modulus, pliant strength, fracture toughness, and fatigue strength. Structural integrity is of paramount 
importance in all devices. Load practical through the use of devices can effect in component failure. Cracks can 
develop and propagate under tensile stresses, leading to failure. Atomic force microscopy and nanoindenters can 
be used satisfactorily to assess the mechanical property of micro/nanoscale structure for apply in MEMS/NEMS 
[Zhong, 2004] 
 In other hand there some characterization of nanostructures and an early study showed silicon to be a 
mechanically resilient material in addition to its positive electronic properties. Single-gemstone SiC deposited 
on large-area silicon substrates is used for high-temperature micro/nanosensors and actuators. Amorphous alloys 
can be formed on together metal and silicon substrates by sputtering and plating techniques, providing extra 
flexibility in surface-integration. Electroless deposit Ni-P amorphous slim films have been old to make micro 
devices, especially using the so-called LIGA techniques. Micro / nanodevices need conductors to offer 
authority, as well as electrical/magnetic signals to make them of use. Electroplated gold bars films have found 
broad applications in electronic devices as of their ability to make thin films with process simply. Use of SiC, 
Ni-P, and Au films, together with silicon and silicon-based materials, opens up new mean opportunities for 
MEMS/NEMS as COMSOL. In the COMSOL simulation papers, they are use silicon as substrate nanowire, the 
mainly commonly used materials are single-crystal silicon and silicon-based materials, and e.g., SiO2 and 
polysilicon films deposited by low-weight chemical vapour deposition [Zhong, 2004, U. Hashim.et al, 2012] 
 
Applications of Nanostructures: 
 
 There are a lot of applications currently in nanostructures area. In this section presented in nanostructures 
area and it applications such as biomedical, thermal conductivity, energy, etc 
 
Biomedical application:  
 
 Neurons are one of applications in biomedical and study using COMSOL Multiphysics; Neurons are the 
key components of the complex nervous system. Unit body (soma) is the major parts of a neuron are the). In the 
signal receiving ends (dendrites), signal transmitter, and  between ends to other neurons or glands (synapses). In 
other hand, In the Neurons broadcast in order by the propagating and dismissal, electrical Action Potentials the 
length of their axons.  From studying characterization and analysis can know   Axons are neuronal parts which 
are roughly tubular, also can define motor neurons possess a myelin sheath around their axons acting as an 
insulator and enhancing the speed of signal transmission. In other hand for can know that make Huxley and   
Hodgkin their experiments on non-militated giant courage fibres to study the neuronal properties. Due result of 
(physiological processes) ion movement across the membrane of cell and can see that from AP experiential in a 
neuron. In The Hodgkin Huxley equations [Hodgkin, 1952] are the starting tip for detailed neuronal models. 
They are employed to describe the experimental behaviour by a system of partial degree of difference equations. 
Neurochips consist of a Micro-Electrode Array (MEA) which can be used to register signals from non-
myelinated neurons or to stimulate these cells. Part of Neurochips may be used in medical research is 
neuroprosthetic studies and for optimizing implants. As well should be the understanding of the nerve cell - 
electrode interactions are necessary, e.g. in neuroprosthetic research on cochlear and retinal implants or deep 
brain stimulation. That showing the result application in biomedical by using simulation [Revathi, 2009]. 
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    (a)      (b) 
 
Fig. 3: a Small section of a tubular axon model ,b Electric potential observed on a slice of extra-cellular medium 

at times (a) 0, (b) 50 and (c) 100 (sectional length) with.0.08 V (Max) and -0.04 V [Revathi,2009]. 
 
Photoconductivity: 
 
 Big field and part of energy is many applications can study, due to the amalgamation of electromagnetic 
radiation is an optical and electrical phenomenon in which a material becomes more electrically conductive, 
gamma radiation, visible light, ultraviolet light, etc. COMSOL Multiphysics is one of simulation study in this 
field, the sole of geometrical shape of nanobelts is ideal for field release; nanobelts have been shown to exhibit 
superior performance. in other hand can the measure sense at the tips of person life form ZnOnanobe it shas 
been measured by novel technique [Bai et al,2003] also Ultraviolet beam irradiation of the nanobelt diode of 
SnO2 in air is can to result in a significant increase of the conductivity, also can use the light by means of a 
wavelength of 350 nm, in The place in to in the conductivity marks from both picture age group of electron–
holep ai rsaswellas doping by UV light induced surface desorption [Zhang et.al,1996, Shapira et.al,1986, and  
Bonasewic et.al,1976]. These processes could be observed by introducing as hutter flanked by the glow source 
and theSnO2 nanobelt so that the flux of UV photons could beturnedon and off. 

 
Fig. 4: Showing conductivity streamline bectric field[Zhong, et al, 2004]. 
 
Thermal conductivity: 
 
 Thermal conductivity, Heat transport at the nanoscaleisa very interesting and technologically important area 
and the reduction of thing size, in other hand , they can see the resulting in strange thermal move phenomena in 
macroscopic systems the phonon modes and phonon densities of states change drastically[Schwab et.al,2000]. 
COMSOL Multiphysics part of software part is interested in using for nanostructures and showing effect on face 
on nanowire for example [U. Hashim.et al,2012], thermal conductive become high with high sensitivity and 
small current of end result and can witness nanowires as size is little,  thermal conductivity of nanowires such as 
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is imaginary search of thermal conductance in a one -dimensional nanowire predicts a quantum effect at very 
small heat and can make sure From the new measurement has proved the prediction [Schwab et.al,2000]. As 
well as also Thermal transport along a single SnO2 nanobelt has also been carried out [Shi. et, al, 2004].   
 In other hand, can using a lithography method of Thermal get in feel with micro pads have been fabricated? 
The greater than before phonon–boundary spreading and modified phonon dispersal, can see The thermal 
conductance crossways the nanobelt calculated as a purpose of the local temperature, in other hand can see The 
thermal conductivity of the nanobeltsis significantly suppressed in contrast to that in the bulk [Volz. et al, 
1999].in the size effect can lead to localized heating in nanoelectronics [Sverdrup.et al, 2001], but may be 
potential use in improving the rmoelectricper performance. 
 
Calculation: 
 
 The work investigated the current state of arts on a review in nanostructures and it applications in 
biomedical, energy and environment and the effect of dimension on the performance of a nanostructures by 
using COMSOL Multiphysics. The minimizing the size devices will other parameters come into play and this is 
very important in nanostructure simulation to understand all parameters effect before going real design and the 
study have also  revealed  that the nature of materials couple with dimension  greatly affect the device 
performance positively or negatively   
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